DATE: August 17, 1960

SUBJECT: Fuel Quantity Gauge -- Main Tanks

MODELS AFFECTED: M20 and M20A All Serial Numbers

TIME OF COMPLIANCE: As soon as possible

INTRODUCTION

A 'No Take-Off' decal is enclosed at no charge for application to your main tank fuel gauge. This decal serves as a necessary reminder that the last 1% tank of fuel is not recommended for take-off. Unsuccessful take-offs have occurred due to the pilot misreading the fuel quantity gauge, reading 1% tank when the tank is empty, and not making a physical check of tanks prior to flight.

PARTS LIST

Kit S.L.-20-74 (Enclosed)

1) Decal P/N 8575 (1)

INSTRUCTIONS

1) Clean Fuel Quantity Gauge glass cover
2) Soak decal in water for about 30 seconds or until tissue is loose and decal will slide on backing card.
3) Apply decal as shown in Figure 1 and remove excess water with blotter.

FIGURE 1